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It isn’t every financial expert who can seamlessly
lead divorcing couples through chaos while helping
them find peace and shape sound settlements in the
process, but this is the requisite focus of Deb
Johnson’s career.
Deb is differentiated first by an uncommon complement of financial expertise and strong
emotional intelligence—a blend of skills that allows her to translate conflict into possibility
and connect dots that other approaches and professionals tend to overlook. Second to
that, Deb is distinct in her passion for working with families with special needs, and
brings specialized expertise in helping parents ensure their settlements are built with
maintaining government social security and Medicaid benefits in mind.
As Founder and President of Divorce Resource Centre of Colorado, Deb aims to create
an environment where couples can get divorced respectfully and work together to create
a sustainable post-divorce family.
Through the firm’s signature Roadmap to Resolution offering, Deb leverages her
expertise as a Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC), Certified Divorce Financial Analyst
(CDFA), and Professional Mediator to help families craft thorough, durable agreements.
A long time believer in taking an empowering approach to divorce, Deb helped introduce
the concept of dignified divorce and brought Collaborative Divorce to Colorado in 2001

as a founding member of Colorado Collaborative Divorce Professionals. “In my eyes,
there is simply no reason to perpetuate the turmoil of a family already in conflict. Rather,
Deb explains, “I believe Our role is to peace of mind, space to heal, and the tools they
need to make informed decisions and rebuild financially after divorce.”
In addition to leading her own company, Deb is a Registered Representative and
Investment Advisor Representative with Fonte Financial Advisors of Littleton Colorado,
and previously held the role of General Securities Principal and Registered
Representative with Advisory Services Network, Inc.
Deb has completed rigorous training in the areas of tax and family law, marital dissolution
statutes, complex executive compensation structures, and post-divorce financial
planning. Her mastery of these topics makes her a frequently tapped speaker by
organizations such as the International Academy of Collaborative Professionals, Family
Law Institute. In addition, Deb has been passionate about educating other financial
professionals in the area of Finance and Divorce and has conducted monthly
countrywide Teleclasses on the various complex financial issues in divorce. Deb’s
professional affiliations include membership with the Colorado Bar Association- Family
Law Section, Society for Financial Services Professionals, Colorado Collaborative Divorce
Professionals, Institute for Divorce Financial Analysts, among many others.
Deb Johnson resides in Lakewood, Colorado with her wonderful husband of 20+ years
(yes, there IS life after divorce!). Friends and connections know her for her love of golf
and the outdoors—and her ability to stay on top of the latest best-selling titles while
caring for her two fun loving dogs, Sir Sullivan and Sophie Sue.

